Anyware Video at CABSAT 2018 showcasing its flagship IP & 4K product line
United Arab Emirates: 12 December 2017:The French company is proud to share its latest success and
technological advancements at CABSAT. Thanks to its state-of-the-art R&D, its flagship product line supports
all the newest broadcast standards, for the deployment of 4K/full-IP/Ultra-HD channels. It offers
broadcasters the capability to harness the full power of IP based workflows while working with top of the
line UHD media and codecs. Anyware Video will demonstrate its products at Cabsat, Booth ZB6-D50 on the
Creative France Pavilion.

Empower your playout with OneGenie® 4K HDR
OneGenie®, one of Anyware Video’s flagship product, has been deployed in SD, HD and Ultra HD.
Automated, operated and monitored through a web client, OneGenie® has been designed to guarantee
fully distributed architectures, with remote operation and system virtualization. Thus not compromising
with performance and security, since it can be set with 1+1 or n+1 active redundancy and provides
complete range of broadcast quality monitoring (SDI, SNMP…).

Grasp the future with Anyware Video full IP Solutions
From complex IPTV architecture running through several continents to WebTVs broadcasted through
platforms like YouTube or DailyMotion, Anyware Video’s expertise of IP Playout has been used for many
projects. The team has recently also deployed full architectures on the Cloud through OneGenie® IP, a
field proven IP multichannel.

Optimize your Ingest, Playout and OTT workflows
Through multiple projects, the architectures are designed for all sizes. Ingest is part of it, notably with the
video server DubMaster® 4K, that offers the possibility to capture video content and to broadcast it in
multi-format thanks with the 8 SD and/or HD channels. Specially designed for the TV channels, it is well
integrated with the solutions that are already being used in the master control room and handles a set of
tasks in the broadcasting process: capture and playout, TimeDelay, cropping and automatic montage of
the programs of your AsRuns (automatic generation and transfers to the telecommunication operator or
the Catch-Up TV websites). It allows the automatic generation and the streaming of lower-resolution
copies (WMV synchronous to the media used for the playout: MPEG, DV, MXF, XDCAM,… ). DubMaster®,
a thought for the broadcast firms that want to go beyond the constraints.
“CABSAT is an unmissable event for Anyware Video. The dynamism of the region and our relationships
with the local broadcast professionals are very strong. We are honored to participate to CABSAT and
continue to strengthen our activities in the region and develop our working relationships with the very
important network of broadcast professionals. Our recent development also allow us to be very confident
on the compatibility of our product line, stronger than ever, to respond to the region's needs” said
Vincente Charbonel, COO.

About Anyware Video
Anyware Video a key player in the european market of broadcast, designs and develops complete solutions
finely tailored to the needs of its customers. Serving channels and broadcasters in Europe, Africa and the
Middle East, and Japan, with strategic offices in those aereas, Anyware Video offers high-performance
products, at the forefront of technology, while closely responding to the challenges encountered in a
continuing effort to control costs. A company on a human scale, leaning on the proven expertise of its
engineers and significant investments in research and development, Anyware Video is accessible to all
Premium, local or thematic channels. Its proposed tools do not require lengthy training sessions and facilitate
remote administration, black mark of small structures.
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